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Di cosa parliamo quando parliamo d'amore
2017-04-24

imbattersi nei diciassette racconti di di cosa parliamo quando parliamo d amore vuol dire soprattutto
realizzare che molte delle cose che pensi non solo esistono e contano ma puoi addirittura parlarne anche
se o proprio perché non sai esattamente di cosa parli diego de silva

Di cosa parliamo quando parliamo di famiglia
2014-04-01T00:00:00+02:00

che cos è la famiglia come e perché diventa un istituzione giuridica e quale tipo di comunità familiare è
famiglia per il diritto nel libro uno sguardo critico sulla famiglia quale prodotto del diritto positivo degli
stati e sul ruolo che svolge nella disciplina dei rapporti interpersonali sessuali e intergenerazionali
strutturando precise relazioni di potere fra i generi e costruendo identità e ruoli sociali che coinvolgono
gli individui e i gruppi fino a incidere sulla fisionomia delle comunità nazionali

Di cosa parliamo quando parliamo di consenso
2022-06-07

il consenso è davvero il criterio perfetto per distinguere ciò che è bene da ciò che è male nelle relazioni
cosa sappiamo realmente dei nostri desideri e quanto pesa nelle nostre decisioni la società manon garcia
una delle pensatrici piú interessanti di questi anni ci offre una magistrale critica di uno dei concetti piú
usati e ambigui del nostro tempo sottile e rigoroso le monde un saggio meticoloso e provocatorio che
disegna una nuova cartografia politica delle nostre vite private cercando di capire dove sia nata e come
funzioni la nozione di consenso che pone domande essenziali ma troppo spesso trascurate e ci sprona a
cambiare le nostre abitudini ad agire e soprattutto a rendere la parola sensuale e liberatoria perché
afferma l autrice dobbiamo erotizzare l eguaglianza anziché il dominio solo cosí potremo amare meglio e
piú liberamente il consenso è un concetto da maneggiare con cautela ma che porta in se la promessa di
una rivoluzione sessuale che questa volta sia davvero una liberazione di tutte e tutti

Di cosa parliamo quando parliamo d'amore?
2017

this book asks how thinking governing performing and producing the urban differently can assist in
enabling the creation of alternative urban futures it is a timely response to the ongoing crises and
pressing challenges that inhabitants of cities towns and villages worldwide are faced with in the midst of
what has been widely dubbed as an urban age starting from the premise that current urban development
patterns are unsustainable in every sense of the word the book explores how alternative patterns can be
pursued by the wide variety of actors from governments and international institutions to slum dwellers
and social movements involved in the on going production of our shared urban condition the challenges
addressed include exclusion and segregation persisting poverty and increasing inequality urban sprawl
and changing land use patterns and the spatial frames of urban policy as such the book appeals to urban
scholars policy makers activists and others concerned with shaping the future of our cities and of urban



life in general additionally it is of interest to students in urban planning architecture and design human
geography urban sociology and related fields

Love buzz. Di cosa parliamo quando parliamo di canzoni
d'amore
2016

the routledge companion to professional awareness and diversity in planning education engenders a
discourse on how urban planning as a discipline is being made attractive to children and youth as they
consider their career preferences it also provides a discourse around the diversity challenges facing the
institutions for training urban planning professionals this companion is an impressive collection of
initiatives experiences and lessons in helping children youth and the general public appreciate the
importance of and the diversity challenge confronting the urban planning profession and education it
comprises empirical experimental and case study research on initiatives to address the professional
awareness and diversity challenges in urban planning it has uniquely assembled voices and experiences
from countries in africa asia europe and north america contributors are educators practitioners and
activists of urban planning as well as policymakers in their respective countries this companion is
intended as a resource for urban planning schools and departments foundations non profit organizations
private sector organizations public institutions teachers and alumni among others to learn and
consciously drive efforts to increase planning education awareness among children youth and the
general public chapter 6 of this book is freely available as a downloadable open access pdf at
taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0
license

Enabling Urban Alternatives
2018-12-08

the five volume set lncs 7971 7975 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th international
conference on computational science and its applications iccsa 2013 held in ho chi minh city vietnam in
june 2013 the 248 revised papers presented in five tracks and 33 special sessions and workshops were
carefully reviewed and selected the 46 papers included in the five general tracks are organized in the
following topical sections computational methods algorithms and scientific applications high performance
computing and networks geometric modeling graphics and visualization advanced and emerging
applications and information systems and technologies the 202 papers presented in special sessions and
workshops cover a wide range of topics in computational sciences ranging from computational science
technologies to specific areas of computational sciences such as computer graphics and virtual reality

Routledge Companion to Professional Awareness and
Diversity in Planning Education
2023-04-21

collaboratively constructed language resources cclrs such as wikipedia wiktionary linked open data and
various resources developed using crowdsourcing techniques such as games with a purpose and



mechanical turk have substantially contributed to the research in natural language processing nlp
various nlp tasks utilize such resources to substitute for or supplement conventional lexical semantic
resources and linguistically annotated corpora these resources also provide an extensive body of texts
from which valuable knowledge is mined there are an increasing number of community efforts to link and
maintain multiple linguistic resources this book aims offers comprehensive coverage of cclr related topics
including their construction utilization in nlp tasks and interlinkage and management various bachelor
master ph d programs in natural language processing computational linguistics and knowledge discovery
can use this book both as the main text and as a supplementary reading the book also provides a
valuable reference guide for researchers and professionals for the above topics

Computational Science and Its Applications -- ICCSA 2013
2013-06-22

researchers in many disciplines have been concerned with modeling textual data in order to account for
texts as the primary information unit of written communication the book modelling learning and
processing of text technological data structures deals with this challenging information unit it focuses on
theoretical foundations of representing natural language texts as well as on concrete operations of
automatic text processing following this integrated approach the present volume includes contributions
to a wide range of topics in the context of processing of textual data this relates to the learning of
ontologies from natural language texts the annotation and automatic parsing of texts as well as the
detection and tracking of topics in texts and hypertexts in this way the book brings together a wide range
of approaches to procedural aspects of text technology as an emerging scientific discipline

Di cosa parliamo quando parliamo di cinema
1997

every society throughout history has defined what counts as work and what doesn t and more often than
not those lines of demarcation are inextricable from considerations of gender what is work offers a multi
disciplinary approach to understanding labor within the highly gendered realm of household economies
drawing from scholarship on gender history economic sociology family history civil law and feminist
economics these essays explore the changing and often contested boundaries between what was and is
considered work in different euro american contexts over several centuries with an eye to the
ambiguities and biases that have shaped mainstream conceptions of work across all social sectors

The People’s Web Meets NLP
2013-04-03

this fully revised and updated second edition of the oxford handbook of comparative law provides a wide
ranging and diverse critical survey of comparative law at the beginning of the twenty first century it
summarizes and evaluates a discipline that is time honoured but not easily understood in all its
dimensions in the current era of globalization this discipline is more relevant than ever both on the
academic and on the practical level the handbook is divided into three main sections section i surveys
how comparative law has developed and where it stands today in various parts of the world this includes
not only traditional model jurisdictions such as france germany and the united states but also other



regions like eastern europe east asia and latin america section ii then discusses the major approaches to
comparative law its methods goals and its relationship with other fields such as legal history economics
and linguistics finally section iii deals with the status of comparative studies in over a dozen subject
matter areas including the major categories of private economic public and criminal law the handbook
contains forty eight chapters written by experts from around the world the aim of each chapter is to
provide an accessible original and critical account of the current state of comparative law in its
respective area which will help to shape the agenda in the years to come each chapter also includes a
short bibliography referencing the definitive works in the field

Modeling, Learning, and Processing of Text-Technological
Data Structures
2011-10-14

in the last few decades creolisation has become a recurrent feature in the works of scholars from many
disciplines serving as a useful metaphor for understanding contemporary societies in a world of
globalisation more than a metaphor creolisation can be conceived as a powerful analytical and
theoretical tool in order to grasp the current dynamics of intercultural encounter and conflict allowing a
close look at the production of new subjectivities and identities in accordance with this viewpoint in this
book creolisation processes have been investigated under the interdisciplinary gaze of a wide european
research group which has tried to detect creole patterns in the fields of literature arts politics and the
labour market as well as in the daily practices of people who enact peculiar strategies in order to posit
themselves in highly exclusive contexts by focusing on the multiplicity of shifting borders that today
articulate the sense of daily life along multiple contiguous universes this collective work addresses
problems of citizenship intercultural politics and difficult cohabitations starting from the analysis of their
narratives and discursive representations this volume thus has much to say about moving and mixing in
our times and shows in more ways how thinking about creolist and related notions can be very fruitful

What is Work?
2018-09-21

this book deals with the social exclusion of romanies gypsies in italy based on interviews with romani
individuals institutional and civil society organisations csos representatives participant observation and a
broad range of secondary sources the volume focuses on the conditions of those living in rome s urban
slums and on the recent implementation of the so called emergenza nomadi nomad emergency the
enactment of this extraordinary measure concealed the existence of a long established institutional
tradition of racism and control directed at romanies it was not the result of a sudden unexpected
situation which required an immediate action as the declaration of an emergency might imply but rather
of a precise government strategy by providing an investigation into the interactions between romanies
local institutions and csos this book will deliver a new perspective on the romani issue by arguing that
the camp is not only a tool for institutional control and segregation but also for resistance as well as a
huge business in which everyone plays their part



The Oxford Handbook of Comparative Law
2019-03-26

this volume presents global and comparative perspectives on the perpetual pendular movement of family
law between status and contract it contributes to the topical academic debate on family law
exceptionalism by exploring the blurred lines between public law private law and family law and sheds
light on the many shades of grey that exist the contributions focus on both substantive and procedural
family law on parents and children and on life partners with particular attention for contractual
arrangements of family formations and of conflict resolution the hypothesis underlying all contributions
was the trend towards contractualisation of family law a convergent research outcome resulting from the
comparison of national reports was the ambivalent position of family law in legal systems worldwide that
comparison shows that whereas family law is clearly moving towards contract with regard to old family
formations the contrary is true for new family formations the movement towards contract is rarely
considered to be contractualisation pur sang with civil effect the movement towards status finally does
not necessarily witness family law exceptionalism vis à vis private law in view of the increasing state
interventionism in private law relations in general in sum as the volume shows the high permeability of
the demarcations between the state the family and the market impedes a categorial approach this
volume is based on the general and selected national reports on the topic contractualisation of family law
that were presented at the xixth international congress of comparative law in vienna in july 2014

Shifting Borders
2012-12-19

eu law in the member states is a new series dedicated to exploring the impact of landmark cjeu
judgments and secondary legislation in legal systems across the european union each book will be
written by a team of generalist eu lawyers and experts in the relevant field bringing together
perspectives from a wide range of different member states in order to compare and analyse the effect of
eu law on domestic legal systems and practice the first volume focuses on the uneasy relationship
between the economic freedoms enshrined in articles 49 and 56 tfeu and the right of workers to take
collective action this conflict has been at the forefront of eu labour law since the cjeu s much discussed
decisions in c 438 05 viking and c 341 05 laval as well as the commission s more recent attempts at
legislative reforms in the failed monti ii regulation viking laval and beyond explores judicial and
legislative responses to these measures in 10 member states and finds that the impact on domestic legal
systems has been much more varied than traditional accounts of eu law would suggest

The ‘Camps System’ in Italy
2018-05-16

this collection discusses the concept of fraternity and examines the issue of its role in law since the end
of world war ii fraternity has been cited in several national constitutional charters in addition to the
united nations universal declaration of human rights but is there space for fraternity in law the
contributions to this book form an ideal bridge between the past and present to trace the different
pathways taken to address the meaning of fraternity and to identify its possible legal relevance the book
lays out paths that have placed fraternity in varied and challenging legal contexts in an age of



globalization and conflict where the multiplicity of national and supranational sources of law seems to
show its inadequacy to govern complexity and coexistence between diversities that appear irreconcilable
the purpose is not to recover fraternity as a forgotten principle but to reimagine it today to address the
aim and force of law within a plurality of cultures the analysis considers a possible universal dimension
that models unity within diversity and aspires to serve as a prologue to a transition from research to
dialogue between different legal systems and traditions the book will be of interest to academics and
researchers working in the areas of comparative law legal history and legal philosophy

Contractualisation of Family Law - Global Perspectives
2015-07-06

this comprehensive handbook offers a thoughtful survey of contract theories issues and cases in order to
reassess the field s present vision of contract law it engages a critical search for the fault lines which
cross traditions of thought and globalized landscapes comparative contract law is built around four main
groups of insights including the genealogies of contractual theoretical thinking the contentious
relationship between private governance and normative regulations the competing styles used to stage
contract law and the concurring opinions expressed within the domain of other disciplines such as
literature and political theory the chapters in the book tease out the tensions between a global context
and local frameworks as well as the movable thresholds between canonical expressions and heterodox
constructions

Viking, Laval and Beyond
2015-01-29

this book assesses the statute for a european cooperative society sce regarding agricultural activities by
comparing how specific questions arising in this context must be dealt with under the italian and austrian
legal systems in this regard council regulation ec no 1435 2003 of 22 july 2003 on the statute for a
european cooperative society sce is used as a tool for the structured analysis of various aspects of
agricultural cooperatives however a comparison is only meaningful if the results are made comparable on
the basis of a previously defined standard accordingly the study uses on one hand a cooperative model
developed by european legal scholars that defines general guidelines on how cooperatives should
function pecol on the other the results are presented in connection with economic considerations to
discuss how efficient rules can be developed

The Role of Fraternity in Law
2021-12-06

cosa nostra is the compelling story of the sicilian mafia the world s most famous most secretive and most
misunderstood criminal fraternity the mafia has been given many names since it was founded one
hundred and forty years ago the sect the brotherhood the honoured society and now cosa nostra yet as
times have changed the mafia s subtle and bloody methods have remained the same now for the first
time cosa nostra reconstructs the complete history of the sicilian mafia from its origins to the present day
from the lemon groves and sulphur mines of sicily to the streets of manhattan cosa nostra is a definitive
history rich in atmosphere and with the narrative pace of the best detective fiction and has been updated



to make it the most vital contemporary account of the mafia ever published the mob genre has finally
grown up

Comparative Contract Law
2017-04-28

italian banks and financial intermediaries are subject to extensive regulation which has evolved
throughout the country s history there has also been much change to the country s financial regulation in
recent years in response to the globalization of markets and intermediaries the italian administrative and
regulatory system is often perceived as a major obstacle to economic productivity and some causes of
this ineffectiveness are deeply rooted and date back to the italian unification and juridical culture this
book provides an overview of the italian regulation of banking and financial activities and tracks the
evolution of its economic constitution and market trends it explores a range of topics within italian
regulation including the regulation of banking activities investment services and collective portfolio
management it examines in detail the relationship between intermediaries and customers public
offerings of financial instruments and products public takeover bids listed companies insurance and
reinsurance business among other current topics the authors discuss the link between investor protection
and confidence in the financial markets and assess the financial markets as a source of financing for
companies

The Agricultural Cooperative in the Framework of the
European Cooperative Society
2020-04-09

from the refinement of general methodology to new insights of synchronic and diachronic universals to
studies of specific phenomena this collection demonstrates the crucial role that language data play in the
evolution of useful accurate linguistic theories issues addressed include the determination of meaning in
typological studies a refined understanding of diachronic processes by including intentional social
statistical and level determined phenomena the reconsideration of categories such as sentence
evidential or adposition and structures such as compounds or polysynthesis the tension between formal
simplicity and functional clarity the inclusion of unusual systems in theoretical debates and fresh
approaches to chinese classifiers possession in oceanic languages and english aspect this is a careful
selection of papers presented at the international symposium on linguistic diversity and language
theories in boulder colorado the purpose of the symposium was to confront fundamental issues in
language structure and change with the rich variation of forms and functions observed across languages

Cosa Nostra: A History of the Sicilian Mafia
2007-03-08

the twenty five interviews gathered here several available in english for the first time include craft
interviews biographical portraits self analyses wide ranging reflections on the current literary scene



Italian Banking and Financial Law: Regulating Activities
2016-01-12

the book picks up a series of contributions born from an online column edited by the design laboratory
for sustainability of dipartimento dida unifi during the period of the pandemic march 2020 covid 19
marco petroni formafantasma lorenzo giorgi duccio maria gambi and federica fragapane designing
futuring beyond the emergency scenario reflects on the heavy contemporary global upheavals through a
collection of ideas actions and case studies of particular interest representing the different souls and
fields of action of the discipline designers researchers historians thinkers and activists called to share
their thoughts have been involved in building a cartography of alternative landscapes and visions to
recognize complexity by learning to navigate it for a more sustainable future

Linguistic Diversity and Language Theories
2005-01-01

engaging with the key debates and issues in a continuously evolving field lavinia bifulco and vando
borghi bring together contributions from leading social scientists to debate the enduring relevance of
public sociology in light of ongoing changes in the social world

Conversations with Raymond Carver
1990

recent migratory flows to europe have brought about considerable changes in many countries italy in
particular offers a unique point of view since it is possible to observe not only the way migration has
changed specific features of the country but also how it is intertwined with gender relations considering
both the type of migration that has affected italy and the consequent measures adopted by the
government a variety of distinctive elements may be seen by providing a broad and more complete
picture of the italian perspective on gender and migration this book makes a valuable contribution to the
wider debate the contributions consider the problematic linkage between gender and migration as well
as analyse particular aspects including italian colonial past domestic work self determination access to
social services second generation migrant women family law multiculturalism and religious symbols
taking an empirical and theoretical approach the volume underlines both the multifaceted problems
affecting migrant women in italy and the way in which questions raised in other countries are introduced
and redefined by italian scholarship the book presents a valuable resource for researchers academics
and policy makers working in the areas of migration and gender studies

Designing Futuring beyond the emergency scenario
2022-11-30

this book represents a first attempt to investigate the relations between law and agroecology there is a
need to adopt a transdisciplinary approach to multifunctional agriculture in order to integrate the
agroecological paradigm in legal regulation this does not require a super law that hierarchically purports
to incorporate and supplant the existing legal fields rather it calls for the creation of a trans law that



progressively works to coordinate interlegalities between different legal fields respecting their autonomy
but emphasizing their common historical roots in rus in the process rus the rural phenomenon as a whole
reflects the plurality and interdependence of different complex systems based jointly on the land as a
central point of reference rural is more than agricultural if agriculture is understood traditionally as an
activity aimed at exploiting the land for the production of material goods for use consumption and private
exchange rurality marks the reintegration of agriculture into a broader sphere one that is not only
economic but also social and cultural not only material but also ideal relational historical and symbolic
and not only private but also public in approaching rus the natural and social sciences first became
specialized multiplied and compartmentalized in a plurality of first order disciplines later they began a
process of integration into agroecology as a second order multi perspective and shared research platform
today agroecology is a transdiscipline that integrates other fields of knowledge into the concept of
agroecosystems viewed as socio ecological systems however the law seems to still be stuck in the first
stage following a reductionist approach law has deconstructed and shattered the universe of rus into
countless disjointed legal elementary particles multiplying the planes of analysis and in particular
keeping agricultural law and environmental law two separate fields

Research Handbook on Public Sociology
2023-05-09

periodico semestrale del dipartimento di giurisprudenza

Gender and Migration in Italy
2017-05-15

non lo farei non ti nasconderei anche se fosse una questione di vita o di morte se dovessero risparmiare
te e uccidere me non lo farei shoshana tira indietro la mano lei non lo dice e lui neppure e nessuno di noi
quattro dirà quello che non si può dire che questa moglie pensa che suo marito non la nasconderebbe
che fare cosa ne verrà fuori e allora restiamo cosí tutti e quattro intrappolati nella dispensa timorosi di
aprire la porta e lasciar uscire quello che abbiamo chiuso dentro nathan englander di cosa parliamo
quando parliamo di anne frank

Law and Agroecology
2015-05-06

in this book nineteen labour law scholars present country reports detailing challenges and consequences
of the rulings evident in twelve eu member states as well as in norway and russia among many others
the salient issues covered include the following cross border solidarity among workers collective action
as a fundamental freedom the prospects for an eu minimum wage plan the social partners approach to
national labour law the harmonisation of social security standards and the scope of enforcement by
member state labour regulatory authorities

Roma Tre Law Review
2012-09-04



this powerful collection of stories set in the mid west among the lonely men and women who drink fish
and play cards to ease the passing of time was the first by raymond carver to be published in the uk with
its spare colloquial narration and razor sharp sense of how people really communicate the collection was
to become one of the most influential literary works of the 1980s

Di cosa parliamo quando parliamo di Anne Frank
2009-01-01

theatre and empowerment examines the ability of drama theatre dance and performance to empower
communities of very different kinds and it does so from a multi cultural perspective the communities
involved include poverty stricken children in ethiopia and the indian sub continent disenfranchised native
americans in the usa and young black men in britain victims of violence in south africa and northern
ireland and a threatened agricultural town in italy the book asserts the value of performance as a vital
agent of necessary social change and makes its arguments through the close examination from inside
practice of the success not always complete of specific projects in their practical and cultural contexts
practitioners and commentators ask how performance in its widest sense can play a part in community
activism on a scale larger than the individual one off project by helping communities find their own
liberating and creative voices

The Laval and Viking Cases
2016-01-28

planning is undergoing a period of profound change and risks losing meaning and authority by becoming
merely a tool for financial speculation and generating capital planning and citizenship seeks to rediscover
planning s technical and theoretical roots by reconstructing the memory of planning through the lens of
the changing relationship between planning and citizenship tracing the historical relationship between
planning and citizenship through a single thread luigi mazza employs three ancient models those of
hippodamus romulus and ancient china to understand the foundations of spatial governance and
citizenship paying particular attention to classic case studies of american cities this book moves through
the development of central planning theories by key thinkers like geddes cerdà howard abercrombie and
lefebre analysing the role of government in promoting social citizenship and symbolic values through
planning mazza takes into account the changing role of government in planning including concepts of
neoliberalism and the minimal state providing critical debate over the current role of spatial governance
in planning and citizenship planning and citizenship offers a unique historical analysis of a crucial topic in
planning

Di che cosa parliamo quando parliamo di libri. Con e-book
2004-08-19

this volume covers topics related to human rights issues and problems of people who are overwhelmed
by hostile situations around them and are subsequently rendered vulnerable the situations of
vulnerability discussed in this book are related to suffering caused by the moral family social economic or
political conditions in which the people and the groups they belong to live readers are guided through a
discussion about rights as an instrument through which civil society and the rule of law try to curb or



even eliminate the suffering of these people the aim of such efforts is to restore the situation of
vulnerable people to a level of normality human rights issues and vulnerable groups presents a
discussion of issues surrounding several kinds of vulnerable groups minorities children gender groups
persons with disabilities migrants cultural groups displaced persons victims of terrorism linguistic groups
poor people people in prison and sexual minorities the book is a detailed reference for graduates and
scholars in law political science sociology and social psychology the volume is also recommended for
working professionals who operate with human rights groups and general readers non experts who want
to understand the discourse about human rights in a holistic moral legal social economic and political
framework

What We Talk About When We Talk About Love
2015-09-25

developing writing skills in italian has been specifically designed for upper intermediate students of
italian who need to write italian for personal business and academic purposes with a strong focus on
writing as a meaningful and valuable skill in itself developing writing skills in italian supports the learner
throughout the process of writing from the planning and drafting stages to the revising and editing of a
final version enriching and extending the learners lexical grammatical and communicative writing skills
divided into four logically structured sections the learner can work through a range of realistic and
contextualized writing tasks which will allow them to master a variety of styles registers and formats
features include flexible structure a summary of learning points clearly indicated at the beginning of each
chapter focus on self assessment allowing students to engage fully in the writing process by evaluating
their own work a glossary of key phrases and useful vocabulary this course is suitable both for classroom
use and independent study assessment guides a teacher s guide answer key and supplementary
activities are all available on the accompanying website

Theatre and Empowerment
2017-11-13

Planning and Citizenship
2012-06-25

Human Rights Issues and Vulnerable Groups
2016-08-05

Developing Writing Skills in Italian
1994
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